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INTRODUCTION
The Rotating Self-Nulling Probe System developed as a part of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Airframe Structural Integrity Program has been shown in
the past to provide a quick and reliable method to detect fatigue cracks hidden under airframe rivets [1-3]. The previous research has concentrated on detecting cracks in the top
layer of an airframe lap-splice joint, obtaining a 90% probability of detection for 0.032"
long top layer fatigue cracks buried under airframe rivets [2,3]. Although this was a major
accomplishment, the question of detectability of fatigue cracks in the lower layers of the
joint has been left open. In this work the ability of the system to detect second and third
layer fatigue cracks will be explored.
This paper first provides a brief review of the Rotating Self-Nulling Probe System.
Optimization of the system for sublayer fatigue cracks will then be discussed, followed by
data for detection of second layer fatigue cracks. The extension to third layer flaws is then
presented, including preliminary probability of detection results based upon work performed at Sandia National Laboratory. This field test, although showing promising results,
illuminated the need for further modifications of the system. The paper will conclude with
this ongoing work, including potential design modifications for low frequency flux containment based upon finite element modeling results.
ROTATING SELF-NULLING PROBE SYSTEM
The Rotating Self-Nulling Probe System was designed to detect fatigue cracks buried
under airframe rivets. The typical inspection geometry is shown in Figure 1 which also shows
a scanning electron micrograph of a fatigue crack found at a rivet joint in the top panel of a
wide spread fatigue damage sample. Fatigue cracks generally start at the base of the rivet
countersink and progress radially away from the rivet center. The Rotating Self-Nulling
Probe System detects such flaws by using the Self-Nulling Eddy Current Probe to force a high
density of eddy currents down into the base of the countersunk region. A fatigue crack at this
location will therefore cause a change in the path of the eddy current flow. The Rotating Probe
System then measures the magnetic field associated with the perturbed current flow while filtering off deviations due to probe misalignment, rivet tilt or misfit, and lift-off. A more detailed description of the operation of the system can be found elsewhere [2,4].
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Figure 1. Typical inspection geometry and flaw location for Rotating Probe System
application.
The experimental system designed to detect fatigue cracks buried under rivet heads has
been developed into a field ready prototype system. The prototype system uses a rotating
probe head and a small electronics package connected to a laptop computer to acquire, process and display inspection results in real time. Feedback is used to ease probe alignment,
with an alignment vector displayed on the lap-top screen, and automated data capture and
processing performed once the alignment criteria have been obtained. Data interpretation is
straight forward. The raw data signal is displayed in a polar plot Top layer fatigue cracks are
often visible in this view as a bulge in the otherwise circular plot. Processed results are displayed as the amplitude as a function of angular position. This plot highlights the fatigue
crack signal, and allows for a simple peak amplitude scheme to set an alarm for the flawed/
unflawed state. The computer display for the inspection of a 1.0 mm top layer EDM notch
buried under an airframe rivet is shown in Figure 2.
OPTIMIZATION OF ROTATING PROBE SYSTEM FOR SUBLAYER FATIGUE CRACK
DETECTION
The detection of sublayer fatigue cracks under airframe rivets requires the modification and optimization of several operating system parameters. First of all, the probe drive
frequency needs to be lowered such that the skin depth of the electromagnetic field extends
through the outer skin and into the subsequent lower layers. In CGS units the skin depth, 0,

Figure 2. Real time Rotating Probe System display for inspection of 1.0 mm top
layer EDM notch.
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is given by

o = c/ (j21tflO)O')

(1)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, fl is the magnetic permeability, 0) is the angular frequency, and 0' is the electrical conductivity
In aluminum alloys typically used for airframe construction fl is 1 and 0' '" 1.7 X 10' sec-I. Top layer fatigue crack detection can
then be performed at a drive frequency around 60 kHz, resulting in a skin depth of approximately 0.5 mm. In order to inspect in the second layer, the thickness of the top layer must be
taken into consideration. For a 1 mm top layer, typical of the Boeing 737 fuselage, a frequency of 3.5 kHz provides an adequate depth of penetration, with the calculated skin depth
being 2.0 mm. Similarly, for third layer inspection a frequency of 1.8 kHz will allow the
electromagnetic fields to penetrate through two separate 1.0 mm panels and into a third, with
a calculated skin depth of 2.7 mm. It should be noted that Equation (1) is derived based
upon a linear current sheet over a conducting half space, such that actual values for the
depth of penetration of the fields from the Self-Nulling Probe will probably differ from
those given by these simple calculations. In reality, experimental methods have been used to
optimize the inspection frequency for each of the three layers, with the initial estimate
guided by Equation (1).

pl.

The geometry of the Self-Nulling Probe causes a high density eddy current ring to be
generated at the sample surface when a high frequency drive signal is used [6]. As the frequency is lowered, this high density eddy current ring spreads out radially away from the
probe center. The Self-Nulling Probe induced eddy current distribution on the sample surface, or probe footprint, therefore increases with decreasing frequency. The rotating probe
method requires this eddy current flow to be directed into the riveUbase metal interface [21.
Optimum fatigue crack detection at lowered frequencies therefore necessitates the use of a
larger scan radius.
Another feature that must be optimized in going from top to sublayer fatigue crack
detection is the spatial filter. The Rotating Probe System uses a spatial fourier filter to discriminate fatigue crack signals from voltage variations due to lift-off, probe misalignment,
rivet tilt and rivet misfit [4]. The filter is based upon knowledge of the probe/flaw interaction, which can be used to determine the spatial frequency at which the flaw will occur. As
shown in [4], an estimate of the spatial flaw frequency is given by,
(2)

where fr is the rotation frequency, Rrev is the radius of probe revolution, and Pfp is the
induced eddy current distribution on the sample surface, or probe footprint. Voltage variations caused by the sources mentioned above will typically occur at the probe rotation frequency (except for lift-off which causes a DC shift) while, for 21tRrev > Pfp ' the spatial flaw
frequency will be greater than the rotation frequency. A high pass filter with the cutoff frequency between fr and ff is therefore used to highlight the fatigue crack signal.
The drive frequency, scan radius and high pass filter were each experimentally optimized for first, second, and third layer crack detection. These experiments were performed
on samples with an individual layer thickness of 1.0 mm and a rivet head/shank diameter of
6.3/4.0 mm. A Self-Nulling Probe with an inside diameter of 3.2 mm was used in all tests.
The results of this exercise are summarized in Table 1. As indicated above, inspection of
lower layers requires a decrease in the probe drive frequency and an increase in the scan
radius. In addition, the optimum high pass filter is seen to reduce with increasing depth of
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Table 1. Experimentally Optimized Operating Parameters for Rotating Probe System
First Layer

Second Layer

Third Layer

Drive
Frequency

60kHz

3.5 kHz

1.8 kHz

Scan Radius

3.3mm

4.1 mm

5mm

4 fr

3fr

2.8 fr

High Pass Filter

inspection. As this frequency approaches the rotation frequency the system becomes less
able to separate fatigue crack signals from those due to probe misalignment and rivet tilt!
misfit. The data shown in table 1, indicate that even for third layer crack detection there is
still sufficient separation between the two signals in frequency space to build a filter which
can separate the effects.
DETECTION OF SECOND LAYER FLAWS
Use of the Rotating Probe System for second layer crack inspection is very similar to
top layer flaw detection. Data display, feedback for probe alignment, alarm controls and
automated data filtering on alignment are incorporated as they are for top layer operation.
Figure 3 displays the front panel of the system for data acquired during inspection of a 1.5
mm long x 0.1 mm wide EDM notch in the second layer of a simulated lap-splice joint.The
flaw signal is very clear in the filtered data window as a large amplitude oscillation at
approximately 1.57 radians. The raw data window, however, shows little sign of the flaw.
The small perturbation caused by the second layer flaw is hidden under the larger signal due
the rivet/base metal interface at the sample surface and the inherent flux linkage around the
flux focusing lens at low drive frequencies [7]. The lowering of the spatial frequency of the
crack signal for second layer inspection is evident as compared with the top layer inspection
results shown in Figure 2. The peak is much broader for the second layer crack. The signal
to noise for second layer crack inspection is also much lower than that for top layer inspection of a similar sized flaw, although the data shown for the 1.5 mm flaw is clearly well
above the noise level.

Figure 3. Rotating Probe System display for inspection of 1.5 mm second layer EDM
notch under airframe rivet.
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FIELD TEST RESULTS
The system optimized for second layer flaw detection was taken to Sandia National
Laboratory for blind field tests on simulated lap-splice joint samples. The samples at the
FAA validation center, however, were manufactured with flaws in the third layer. This
geometry, with a doubler layer inserted between the outer and inner skin panels, is displayed
in Figure 4. The actual sample geometry of Figure 4 had not been known prior to arrival at
the validation center. On site modifications of the system were therefore necessary to allow
for the required third layer inspection. Rough estimates were made for the operating frequency, scan radius, and filtering parameters and the system adjusted accordingly, within the
hardware limits. The POD panels were then inspected and the inspection results given to
Sandia personnel for evaluation. The results are summarized in the POD curve shown in
Figure 5.
OPTIMIZATION FOR THIRD LAYER CRACK DETECTION
As the results displayed in Figure 5 were obtained with an unoptimized system, it was
anticipated that significant improvements could be made by systematically optimizing the
Rotating Probe System for such inspections in the laboratory environment. This task was
initiated following the field test that produced the results of Figure 5. Small changes to the
system electronics were made to improve the drive signal waveform at the required frequency of operation, and experimental tests were used to optimize the scan radius and spatial filtering parameters. The values obtained for these parameters from this optimization are
indicated in Table 1.
Figure 6 displays the inspection results for a 2.5 mm (\00 mil) third layer EDM notch
buried under an airframe rivet. The flaw is clearly visible in the filtered data window as a
large amplitude oscillation at approximately -1.57 radians. As in the second layer results
depicted in Figure 3, there is little indication of the flaw in the raw data. Also, the crack signal is seen to continue to spread out spatially, consistent with the need for a lower frequency
spatial filter as indicated in Table I. In Figure 7, the inspection results for a 1.5 mm (60 mil)
third layer flaw are presented. Although the crack signal is approaching the noise level, the
flaw is still plainly visible in the filtered data window. This data indicates that significant
improvements to the third layer flaw detection capabilities of the Rotating Probe System
have been achieved since the POD results shown in Figure 5 were acquired. Asecond round
of POD testing is now being planned.
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Figure 4. Sample geometry and flaw location for third layer fatigue crack detection under
airframe rivets.
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Figure 5. Probability of Detection results for detection of third layer fatigue cracks with
unoptimized Rotating Probe System-.
Besides the need for optimization of the drive frequency, scan radius, and spatial filter,
the field tests at Sandia showed the need for improved flux containment at low frequency
operation. The critical row for third layer flaw detection is lowest of the three rivet rows, as
depicted in Figure 4. Although the rivets are on 2.54 cm centers, the lowest row is only 1.27
cm from the edge of the top panel. During field testing it was found that significant edge
effects were being produced by the presence of this surface. In particular, the samples
showed some variation in rivet spacing, with several fasteners being less than 1.27 cm away
from the edge of the top panel. These fasteners would give a large amplitude signal at 180°.
Since fatigue cracks typically start at ± 90°, it was easy to discriminate these signals from
actual fatigue cracks. The spatial spread of the edge signal, however, was found to overlap
with the area of concern for crack detection, such that small flaws could be hidden under the
rather large edge signal. A method to reduce the radial spread of the electromagnetic field of
the Self-Nulling Probe while maintaining adequate depth of penetration was therefore
sought.
The obvious method for reducing the radial distribution of the Self-Nulling Probe was
to incorporate an outer shield. Finite element modeling was performed in order to investi-

Figure 6. Rotating Probe System display for inspection of 2.5 mm third layer EDM
notch under airframe rivet.
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Figure 7. Rotating Probe System display for inspection of 1.5 mm third layer EDM
notch under airframe rivet.
gate the effect of various outer shield materials on the electromagnetic field distribution of
the Self-Nulling Probe. In particular, the eddy current density of the probe in the radial and
depth of penetration directions was analyzed for an outer shield constructed of ferrite, copper, mumetal, and 1020 steel and compared with the current probe geometry with no outer
shield. These results are summarized in Figure 8. It is clear from this figure that the addition
of a high permeability outer shield will greatly decrease the radial distribution of the electromagnetic field, and therefore the probe footprint on the sample, while having little effect on
the depth of penetration of the fields into the sample. In particular, a mumetal outer shield is
seen to reduce the surface eddy currents by more than a factor of 2 at a radial distance of 4.5
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Figure 8. Normalized eddy current density as a function of radial distance from probe
center and depth of penetration directly under coil windings for various outer shield
configurations.
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mm from the probe center. At the same time, the eddy current density directly under the
drive coil windings for this outer shield are higher at the surface, and virtually identical to
the unshielded probe at a depth of 2.5 mrn.
SUMMARY
The Rotating Self-Nulling Probe System has been previously shown to be very successful for top layer fatigue crack detection in airframe lap-splice joints. In this work the
extension of the system to sublayer fatigue crack detection has been explored. Data has been
presented showing that with simple modifications both second and third layer fatigue cracks
can be detected. Results on calibration samples easily detected a 1.5 mrn second layer flaw,
and preliminary POD results for third layer inspection demonstrated a 90% POD for 5 mm
long flaws. Optimization of the drive frequency, scan radius and spatial filtering parameters
were shown to improve upon these third layer flaw detection results. In addition, outer
shielding is expected to further improve sublayer flaw detection results, as finite element
modeling has shown that a smaller probe footprint can be achieved without sacrificing depth
of penetration of the electromagnetic field.
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